Thrustmaster HOTAS WARTHOG
PN - 783891 HOTAS 30 CM Extension Kit 		
MSRP - $119.00
PN - 783851 HOTAS 30CM Extension and Cable (no spring) MSRP - $89.00
PN - 773861 THRUSTMASTER HOTAS 		
MSRP - $49.00
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30CM Extension Kit with 30CM Extension, cable and 4X spring (PN 783891)
THRUSTMASTER HOTAS WARTHOG joystick extension is 30CM long. Shiny
aluminum like the base plate. Includes a 33CM 5 pin din cable extension.
Reported to be a much more responsive and realistic movement of the joystick
to a real-world fixed-wing and rotary experience. The custom spring is @ 4X as
strong as the spring which comes with the HOTAS. This is a modular system
which includes a 10CM extension and cable and a 20CM extension and cable.

HOTAS 130CM Extension and Cable (no spring) (PN 783851)
THRUSTMASTER HOTAS WARTHOG joystick extension is 30CM long.
Shiny aluminum like the base plate. Includes a 33CM 5 pin din cable
extension. Reported to be a much more responsive and realistic
movement of the joystick to a real-world fixed-wing and rotary experience.
This is a modular system which includes a 10CM extension and cable
and a 20CM extension and cable.

THRUSTMASTER HOTAS (PN 773861)
THRUSTMASTER HOTAS (hands on throttle and stick) Warthog Custom
Spring for 30CM and 40CM extensions. This spring was designed to be @ 4X
stronger than the spring that comes standard with the HOTAS.

We also have options to buy the spring separately. CD
ROM Inc. (CRI) also makes a 10CM, 20CM, 30CM and
40CM extension. The 30CM and 40CM extensions also
has a custom spring option which was designed with @
4X the strength of the HOTAS COTS spring. The 30 and
40CM extension and spring were designed for real world
fighter pilots. CRI extensions and springs made in the
good ol’ USA.
Custom made by CD ROM, Inc., a DoD contractor that
makes virtual reality flight simulators for the DoD.
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Does not include the HOTAS Joystick and baseplate

CD ROM Inc.
3131 E. Riverside Drive, Fort Myers, FL 33916

Call 1-866-66-23766		

Email info@cdrominc.com
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